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In House Events:
Nursery

●

Yellow Day was celebrated on June 24,
2021.

Prep

●

Summer Fun Day was organised on June
14, 2021.
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●

Summer Camp was organised on May 30,
2021.

●

Father's Day was celebrated on June 14,
2021.

●

International Yoga Day was held on June
21, 2021.
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Yellow Day
“Yellow is the perceived colour of sunshine. It is associated with joy, happiness,
intellect and energy.”
-Marcia Moses
Yellow is the brightest and most ardent of colors. Taking this optimism forward, Nursery
celebrated Yellow Day on June 24, 2021. All our champs looked pretty in Yellow coloured
clothes. Children enjoyed luscious 'Mango Shake' which was a part of celebration. It was an
exciting day with the innocent faces gleaming and reflecting brightness, joy, love, and
happiness.
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Summer Fun Day
To welcome our little bundles of joy back to the school, as well as to
embrace them with a fresh start after the summer vacations,
Grade Prep organized a fun-filled 'Summer Fun Day' on June 14,
2021. The children were dolled in their best summer outfits with
sparkling hats, caps, sunglasses, and umbrellas. It was
mesmerizing to see the young models in colourful and floral prints
as they did a spectacular ramp-walk flaunting the summer clothes
and accessories. The parents as well as the teachers were
spellbound by the performance of the little stars. The kids were
enthusiastic and all set with the ingredients to learn how to make a
yummilicious 'Watermelon Shake'. The teacher explained the
procedure step by step and the little chefs followed her in
assistance with their mothers. The kids were beaming with joy as
they tasted their refreshing watermelon shake. They relished it
along with their parents as it was healthy as well as very tasty. Any
celebration is incomplete without music and dance, so the kids
grooved with their teacher on their favourite party songs. It was a
memorable day for the teachers as well as the kids.
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Summer Camp
“Summer is about growth and accomplishment, not just to keep the kids busy.”

-Anonymous

Summer camp experience can have a lasting impact on the development of the child. Since our
young dipsites were confined to their homes and were not able to interact much with the outer
world, it was pertinent to make them aware and help them socialize. Keeping this in mind, DPS,
GBN organized an amusing Summer Camp on May 30, 2021, for Grade Nursery and Prep
wherein, the little learners learned and felt great with their peers. It was an important delegation
to make them enjoy in the most fun-filled and enthusiastic way, moreover, making them
understand that the virtual world is not just for attending school and studying within four walls.
The camp began with an interactive session followed by rollicking Zumba. The children were
thrilled and excited to groove with their teachers using different props like umbrellas,
sunglasses, and colorful hairbands. The camp was carried ahead with an astonishing
storytelling session. The icing on the cake was the hands-on experience which the children got
by making a lion puppet. The tiny toons were taken to the world of bubbles as they made their
own play tool. The highlight of the camp was the most awaited Magic Show which stole the heart
of all the campers away. They were spellbound to see the remarkable tricks by the renowned
magician. To make this virtual camp memorable for all the champions, a certificate was given to
each participant. It was an extraordinary experience for all of us.
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Father's Day
“When you need real understanding, when you need someone to care, when you need
someone to guide you … A father's always there.”
– Thomas Langley
A father is the one who stands rock solid beside his family
and protects them from the evils of society. He acts as the
root of his family and binds each member with love and
respect. To mark this day of love, the munchkins of
preprimary, celebrated Father's Day on June 18, 2021,
virtually. The celebration in Daycare and Nursery started
with a mesmeric poem dedicated to all the fathers followed
by a fervent dance performance by our dexterous kids. The
highlights of the celebration were 'Be like your Dad' and
'Chinese Whisper' activities which were relished by one
and all. Kids were taught to be more generous and
appreciative towards their fathers.
The children of Grade Prep were eagerly waiting to make a
beautiful card for their loving dads. They followed all the
steps dedicatedly with the teachers and created an
impressive Father's Day card. The little munchkins also
wrote a heartwarming message for their fathers and
decorated the card with their own creativity. It was
rewarding to see the creation of the little hands. The
children had much fun building their individual steps and
swaying on Father's Day songs. They learned a sweet
rhyme too and decided to dedicate it to their fathers. It came
out to be a valuable session as the children explored their
creative skills as well as had a lot of fun.
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International Yoga Day
'The nature of yoga is to shine the light of awareness into the darkest corners of our body.'
-Jason Crandell
Human beings are made up of mainly three elements - the
mind, body and the soul, yoga is the one that binds them
all. It is very useful for building strength, flexibility and
confidence, regular practice of yoga helps relieving
stress, improving immunity and maintains a healthier
lifestyle. The Preprimary Wing of DPS, GBN celebrated
International Yoga Day on June 21, 2021 to make our little
yogis, along with their parents, enlightened about the
advantages of practicing yoga in our daily lives. Dr.
Rachna Jain, Head of the Department – Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi Vedic Vishwavidhyalaya, was the special
guest for students of Classes Daycare and Nursery. The
session started with full zeal and the fresh faces of our
young dipsites were blooming with excitement.
Dr. Rachna did different yoga poses like Tadasana,
Butterfly asana, Trikonasana, etc. which was enjoyed by
one and all. At the end of the session, parents asked a few
questions about kids' health and how yoga can be
beneficial for their little ones.
On the other hand, children of grade Prep were superbly
excited and ready with their mats to perform yoga with
their teachers as the class began. Few common asanas
like- Bhujangasana, Utkatasana, Butterfly pose, Triangle
pose, Tree pose, Mountain pose etc. were practiced
gracefully by the teachers as well as the mini yogis. The
teachers also explained the importance of breathing
exercises like- Anulom-Vilom, Pranayama etc. and
practiced them with the kids. Some parents also joined
and celebrated Yoga Day with their little ones. It was a
memorable moment when the parents, teachers as well
as kids performed asanas together. The session ended
with a calm and mesmerizing meditation which helped to
relax everyone's body and mind. It was indeed a
refreshing and fruitful celebration of International Yoga
Day.
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